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1.

I NTRODUCTION

Support for application execution has profoundly changed over the last twenty years with the advent
of managed runtime environments (MREs). An MRE abstracts away the hardware and the operating
system by simulating a virtual instruction set and by providing a generic system programming interface.
As compared to native execution, MREs brings portability, safety and productivity, for only a slight
degradation of performance.
Portability. Computers are today highly heterogeneous, ranging from smartphones to desktop and servers with a high variety of operating systems. Hiding this heterogeneity is today essential with the massive
distribution of code on the internet, especially during browsing where code is used pervasively to make
web pages more appealing and interactive. MREs hide the hardware because they simulate a virtual
instruction set. They also hide the operating system because they provide a generic system interface,
which they map to the host operating system interface. Hence, MREs bring portability because they
execute applications compiled once, but that can run everywhere, regardless of the operating system,
hardware platform or instruction set.
Safety. Safety of code is a concern whenever code is downloaded from an untrusted source. Like portability, safety is a major issue in the context of the web. Applications from different and unknown sources
are often aggregated in a single page for dynamic rendering, to add advertising or to compute statistics.
This aggregation is transparent for the user, who is indeed unaware of the origin of the code. These applications are downloaded and executed on the user host, possibly opening a door for attacks [11]. Users
needs therefore safety guarantees before executing these applications.
An MRE enforces safety by acting as a sandbox. The set of restrictions enforced by this sandbox may
depend on the degree of trust that the user has. For example, by default, a Java application installed on
the machine has more privileges than a Java applet running in a browser. At minimum, an MRE enforces
memory safety by checking the memory locations accessed by each operation, thus enabling it to avoid
unsafe operations such as buffer overflows or accesses to uninitialized variables. To reduce performance
costs, the code can be verified at load time to avoid most of the runtime checks.
Productivity. MREs increase productivity by providing features that either prevent simple bugs or that
help debugging. Most MREs provide two mechanisms for this purpose. First, an MRE offers a garbage
collector [149] (GC), which automatically frees unused memory, thus avoiding most memory bugs. Second, an MRE verifies type safety during execution, which can help the developer to understand the cause
of many bugs.
Performance. MREs originally relied on interpreters for code execution, which degraded the performance by an order of magnitude as compared to a native execution. This poor performance discouraged the adoption of MREs. The first improvement of MRE performance came with the introduction of
just in time (JIT) compilers to compile hot paths on the fly into native code [25]. Since then, a large
9
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part of the research on MREs has focused on improving the performance of JIT compilers, resulting
in adaptive JIT compilers [62, 128], trace based compilers [29, 110], quasi-static compilers [61, 140]
etc. Another large part of the research in MRE has been devoted to GCs, resulting for example in generational algorithms [31, 121, 133, 145], concurrent algorithms [67–69, 71, 117], or system optimizations [7, 51, 72, 85]. Other research on MREs has focused on concurrency [38, 56, 87] or languagedepend mechanisms [33, 36, 60, 66]. As a result, today, executing code with an MRE gives satisfactory
responsiveness for the end user even if performance remains slightly slower than native execution.
MREs are everywhere. MREs are now the norm for executing programs. In February 2012, the Tiobe
programming index [166], which estimates the popularity of languages, showed that among the four most
frequently mentioned languages on the web, Java (17%), C (16.6%), C# (8.5%) and C++ (7.8%), two
are managed, and among the next sixteen, twelve are managed. MREs are used in all environments,
ranging from web servers to desktops and embedded systems. In servers, .Net virtual machines, Java
virtual machines and PhP engines are standard to execute web servers or application servers such as JSP
servers, ASP servers and PHP environments. In desktops, web browsers use MREs for Javascript and
Flash. MREs are also used for .Net applications on Windows and for Java applications in all operating
systems. Finally, Android smartphones1 execute applications distributed as a lightweight Java bytecode
(DEX) targeting embedded device with the Dalvik virtual machine.

1.1.

C ONTRIBUTIONS

Over the last six years, my research has focused on improving MREs, targeting (i) the design of MREs
with VMKit [182], (ii) their safety with I-JVM [183], and (iii) their performance with proposals to better
exploit multicore architectures [177, 191]. This research has been carried out in collaboration with seven
PhD students, two of which having already defended.
VMKit. Current MREs are monolithic. Extending them to propose new features or reusing them to
execute new languages is difficult. We have proposed VMKit [182] to ease the development of new
MREs and the process of experimenting with new mechanisms inside MREs. VMKit is a library that
provides the basic components of MREs: a JIT compiler, a GC, and a thread manager. We have used
VMKit to develop two MREs: a Java virtual machine and a .Net virtual machine. Our evaluation shows
that their performance is equivalent to their monolithic counterparts, and that their language-dependant
part represents only 4% of the total code, with the rest provided by VMKit. This evaluation thus shows
that VMKit significantly decreases the time to develop MREs for new languages, without sacrificing
performance.
I-JVM. OSGi [161] is a component framework widely used to build pervasive applications or plugin
engines. OSGi executes all components in the same address space. These components are provided by
different tiers that do not trust each others. The Java virtual machine is not safe in this context because it is
unable to isolate components executed in the same address space and does not propose any mechanism to
limit their individual resource consumption. We have proposed I-JVM [183], a new Java virtual machine
compatible with the current Java specification that isolates components in sandboxes, but that allows the
components to communicate efficiently when they trust each other. Our evaluation of I-JVM shows that
it eliminates the 8 known OSGi vulnerabilities that are due to the Java Virtual Machine [143] with a
performance degradation below 20%.
1 At the end of 2011, Android smartphones represented over half (53%) of the smartphones sold in the US (https://www.
npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/news/pressreleases/pr_111213).
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MREs for multicore. Most used MREs, such as the Java, .Net, Python or Javascript virtual machines,
were defined for machines with only one or few cores and thus, they do not scale on modern multicore
hardware [137, 191]. We have identified the lock mechanism and the GC as important bottlenecks.
To reduce the cost of locks, we have proposed a new locking mechanism called remote core locking (RCL) [177] that aims to increase the locality of critical sections and to decrease the time to obtain
a lock, by dedicating a core to the execution of critical sections. A first evaluation of RCL on C applications with a 48-core machine has shown that RCL outperforms all other known lock mechanisms.
Using the RCL mechanism, we get significant performance improvement on ten applications, including
Berkeley DB [15], memcached [174] and applications from the SPLASH-2 [175] and the Phoenix2 [78]
benchmarks. We get performance improvements of up to 2.6 times with respect to POSIX locks on
Memcached, and up to 14 times with respect to lock implemented in Berkeley DB.
To reduce the cost of the GC, we have studied the performance of the GCs provided by OpenJDK 7 [163] and found that they are unable to scale when the number of cores increases, despite the
use of parallel GC algorithms [191]. We have identified the non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architecture as the main problem. Current GCs do not take into account memory locality, which drastically
degrades their performance. We are currently investigating how to improve the locality of GCs on NUMA
architectures.
Remainder of the document. The remainder of this document is organized as follow. Section 2 presents
the general design of MREs, including the main components of MREs and their interactions. Section 3
presents VMKit, Section 4 presents I-JVM and Section 5 presents MREs for multicore hardware. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the document and presents future work targeting the design of the next generation of
MREs that will have to adapt the application at runtime to the actual multicore hardware on which it is
executed.

2.

G ENERAL DESIGN OF MRE S

An MRE is classically designed around three components: an execution engine, a thread manager and
a memory manager. The execution engine is intrinsic to an MRE while the remaining components are
commonly present. This section first describes the three components. Second, the section summarizes
the most important algorithms used by a memory manager for GC. Third, this section shows how each
GC algorithm impacts the other components, and how these components interact.

2.1.

C OMPONENTS OF AN MRE

The execution engine. The execution engine executes applications by simulating the virtual instruction
set. This engine has a direct impact on performance: the more efficient it is, the more efficient are
the executed applications. Historically, the execution engine was implemented as an interpreter, i.e.,
a loop that decodes and then interprets each operation performed by the application. Interpreters are
however inefficient because the interpretation of each instruction requires the reading and the decoding
of the instruction in addition to its execution. This poor performance discouraged the use of MREs for
mainstream languages.
Today, an efficient MRE provides a JIT compiler to compile at runtime the most used code sequences
into native code. A JIT compiler can optimize the code [151, 152] by using fast and language-agnostic
algorithms such as sparse conditional-constant propagation [129] or linear-scan register allocation [127],
and can provide optimizations that specifically target the semantics of the language, such as array bounds
check elimination [32, 113], lock elision [27, 34, 57], invocation dispatch using interface method tables [60] or devirtualization [63]. JIT compiled code is often as efficient as the equivalent native code
compiled by an ahead of time (static) compiler. However, in an MRE, the time to JIT compile the code
is spent during the execution of the application, thus, only hot paths should be compiled to ensure the
amortization of the compilation time.
The thread manager. Many languages provide a concurrency abstraction. Different models are possible, for example the actor-based model [122], but they all rely on threads at the hardware level [39]. A
thread is the unit of processing that can be scheduled on a core. Threads are either implemented with
native threads, i.e., threads managed and scheduled by the operating system, or with MRE threads, i.e.,
threads managed and scheduled by the MRE.
Native threads present two advantages. First, only the operating system can exploit multicore hardware and schedule the threads on the different cores. Second, native threads simplify the implementation
of the MRE since it does not have to implement a scheduler.
However, if an MRE running on a general-purpose operating system executes applications that expect
specific scheduling policy, such as a real-time scheduling algorithm, the MRE has to schedule its threads
itself and MRE threads are required. As the MRE is unable to directly schedule threads on the cores
of a multicore hardware, the MRE has to create as many native threads as the number of cores, pin
them on the cores, and then schedule its MRE threads within these native threads. Such an algorithm
12
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greatly complicates the MRE implementation and is useless if the MRE does not need specific scheduling
policies.
The memory manager. A memory manager allocates memory and offers a GC, which finds unused
objects or structures, and frees them automatically. A GC helps ensure memory safety by eliminating the
need for manual release of objects. The first GCs were proposed at the end of the 1950s for Lisp [136].
The complexity of early algorithms was proportional to the total number of objects, regardless of the
amount of live objects, and thus represented a large portion of the total execution time of MREs. Since
then, optimized algorithms [24, 31, 121, 133, 145] have been proposed. Their complexity is either proportional to the number of live objects or to a fraction of the number of allocated objects. Today, a GC
only slightly degrades performance in practice [54]. As this performance degradation is counterbalanced
by the increase of productivity and safety, GCs are now used in many MREs.

2.2.

GC ALGORITHMS

While in principle any GC can be used within an MRE, the choice of algorithm has a substantial impact on application performance. Furthermore, we see in the next section that the choice of GC algorithm
may also affect the overall design of the MRE itself, as algorithms that give the best performance require
specific support from other MRE components. Figure 2.1 presents a taxonomy of GC algorithms. The
remainder of this section briefly describes their properties.
Algorithm

Description

Reference counting
Conservative
Non-copying
Copying GC

Exact
Tracing

Mono-threaded
Multi-threaded
Generational

Stop-the-world
Concurrent

Counts references to an object
Does not know where references are
Knows where references are
Copies objects during a collection to avoid fragmentation
Cannot handle multiple application threads
Suspends the application threads during the whole collection
Lets the application run during a collection
Segregates objects in generations

Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of GC algorithms

Definitions. A GC manipulates objects and references. An object is a structure in memory while a
reference is a unique object identifier. In most MREs, a reference to an object is directly its memory
address. This choice is the most efficient for object accesses because it avoids the transformation between the object reference and its address. However, a reference could be implemented in a different
manner, for example, as an index in a pointer table. Although less efficient, not representing references as
addresses is particularly useful to partition each object in small chunks with fixed size to avoid memory
fragmentation [28].
Reference counting versus tracing. GCs are classified into two main families. In a reference counting
algorithm, each object keeps track of the number of times it is referenced. An object’s counter is incremented each time the object is referenced and decremented each time it is dereferenced. The object is
immediately freed when this counter reaches zero. Reference counting algorithms are however unable to
free object cycles. Tracing algorithms consider the memory as a graph where the nodes are the objects
and the edges are determined by the reference relation: there is an edge from A to B if and only if A
references B. The root set of this graph is the set of the local and global variables. An object is considered
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unused if its not reachable from this root set. Tracing algorithms only collect the object graph when the
memory reserved for the GC heap is exhausted. With a reference counting algorithm, objects are synchronously freed when they are no longer referenced, while with a tracing algorithm, objects are freed
asynchronously during collection phases.
As object cycles are possible in most languages, most MREs use a tracing algorithm. In the remainder
of this section, we assume an MRE that uses such an algorithm.
Copying versus non copying. A copying algorithm is able to copy the objects during a collection.
The copying algorithm presents two main advantages. First, it makes it possible to eliminate memory
fragmentation. Second, it makes it possible to use a very efficient algorithm for allocation that only has
to update the pointer to the end of the last allocated object to allocate a new one. Copying algorithms are
thus widely used in MREs.
Conservative versus exact. For languages such as C or C++ that do not provide any type information
at runtime, the GC cannot determine which memory locations contain references for the object graph
traversal. A conservative algorithm handles this class of languages by considering that if a value in
memory has the form a valid reference, then it cannot free the referenced object [35]. Such a collector
is considered conservative because it will never free a used object, but it can confuse a number with a
reference and artificially consider the referenced object as alive. In contrast, an exact algorithm knows
exactly whether a memory location contains a reference or a number. Exact collectors require runtime
type information.
If the MRE uses the object’s address directly as its reference, an exact algorithm is necessary to build
a copying collector. Indeed, copying an object implies modifying its address and, as reference locations contain the object address, updating all its reference locations. If the collector cannot discriminate
between addresses and numbers, updating an address would risk modifying a number.
Stop-the-world versus concurrent. Multi-threaded MREs must take into account the possibility that the
application and the collector threads may concurrently access to the object graph. Indeed, if a thread of the
application modifies the object graph during a collection, the GC can miss some live objects [134, 135].
For example, in the scenario presented in Figure 2.2, C will be freed even through it is still used by the
application.

CC
AA

C
CC

CC
C

BB

(a) GC runs

A
A
A

BBB

(b) Application runs

AA A

BB B

(c) GC runs

Figure 2.2: Black means scanned. The GC scans A in (a), then the application modifies the graph in (b),
finally, the GC scans B but does not reach C in (c) because A is already scanned.

Collectors that supports multi-threading are classified in two categories: stop-the-world and concurrent.1 A stop-the-world collector [149] simply suspends all the threads of the application during the
1 Notice that, counter-intuitively, a parallel collector is not related to the presence of application threads: it is a collector that has
strictly more than one collector thread [149].
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whole collection to avoid concurrent accesses to the object graph. A concurrent collector lets the application threads continue to run but the application threads inform the collector of any changes in the object
graph [134, 135].
Generational. Many studies show that, in practice, in a wide range of applications and languages, recently allocated objects have a greater chance of becoming unused than older ones [121, 133, 145]. A
generational collector exploits this observation. When using a generational GC, object are segregated
into generations, typically young and old. A generational collector collects the young generation more
frequently because this generation is expected to contain most of the unused objects.
Actual algorithms used in MREs. Most efficient MREs are generational, copying and stop-the-world.
A generational algorithm avoids many useless collections of the whole heap and thus improves the
performance by an order of magnitude. When used in conjunction with copying the collector moves
objects from younger space to older space as the objects age. Finally, most MREs that support multithreading use stop-the-world algorithms because such algorithms do not require code instrumentation
to inform the collector when the object graph is modified. They are therefore currently more efficient
than concurrent algorithms. However, to build real-time MREs, stop-the-world algorithms are inadequate
because the pause time is not predictable. The pause time of a concurrent algorithm is more predictable
because it suspends the application only during the stack scanning. Hence, multi-threaded real-time
MREs use such algorithms.

2.3.

I NTERACTIONS BETWEEN COMPONENTS

A JIT compiler is essential to achieve good performance. However, generating an optimized native
code obscures some information that is essential for efficient GCs, in particular for exact GCs that have
to know where the references are in memory. Moreover, concurrent, stop-the-world and generational collectors have to synchronously get information from the application to know its state. The JIT compilers
inserts callbacks to the collector into the application code to gather this information. Figure 2.3 summarizes how components interact, Figure 2.4 summarizes the information required for each GC algorithm,
and the remainder of this section describes the entailed component interactions.
Write barriers for generational and concurrent collectors. When an application modifies memory,
it alters the object graph. Concurrent GCs and generational GCs must synchronously know which references in the graph are updated. To allow the use of these GC algorithms, the JIT compiler must insert
write barriers: callbacks to the GC executed at each memory write of a reference into an object.
A concurrent collector needs to know which references are written by the application during a collection because such writes can cause the GC to potentially miss the referenced objects. For example, in
Figure 2.2, when the reference to C is written in A, the write barrier informs the collector that C must be
re-scanned.2
A generational GC has to find the root set of the young object graph when it collects the young
generation. Because an old object can reference a young object, the collector must be able to identify old
objects that act as root nodes for the young object graph. The JIT compiler thus instruments writes to
track which old objects reference young objects.
2 An alaternate approach is to instrument reads instead of writes because a language that forbids pointer arithmetic can suppose
that each written reference was inevitably read from memory before [134].
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Figure 2.3: Design of an MRE.

GC Type

Safe points
Stack map GC rendez-vous
No

Conservative GC
Non-copying GC
Copying GC

Exact GC
Non multi-threaded MRE
Multi-threaded MRE

Yes
No

stop-the-world GC
Concurrent GC

Write barriers

No

Yes

Generational GC

Yes

Figure 2.4: Interactions between the MRE components

GC rendez-vous for multi-threaded MREs. A GC rendez-vous is a callback to the GC that synchronizes application threads at the beginning of a collection. GC rendez-vous are required for GCs that
support multi-threaded MREs, i.e., stop-the-world and concurrent collectors.
A stop-the-world collector suspends all the application threads during a whole collection. All application threads therefore have to reach a GC rendez-vous that suspends them before a collection can
begin.
A concurrent collector lets the application continue its execution during a collection by instrumenting
memory writes. However, for performance reason, a concurrent collector only instruments writes to
object, not to local variables. Accesses to local variables are much more frequent than accesses to objects,
and instrumenting them would drastically degrade the performance. To avoid the concurrency issue
illustrated in Figure 2.2 when A is a local variable, the application thread has to be initially suspended
to find the references in its active function frame [109]. Application threads therefore again have to
reach a GC rendez-vous that suspends the application threads at the beginning of a collection to safely
let the collector find the references in its stack and in its registers. As soon as the collector has found
these references, the GC rendez-vous resumes the execution of the application threads while the collector
continues to run.
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Stack maps for exact collectors. An exact collector, including a copying one, has to locate references
in memory. For global variables and objects, the MRE can maintain itself a memory map that describes
the location of the references by typing objects, For local variables, while an interpreter would store them
in dedicated structures, a JIT compiler may place them on the execution stack or in registers, implying
that the collector cannot foresee at which offsets in the stack and in which registers they will be placed.
Therefore, the JIT compiler must generate stack maps that indicate the location of the local variables that
contains references for each function frame.
Safe points. Safe points are points in the application code where the GC can safely collect memory.
The JIT compiler inserts GC rendez-vous at safe points to synchronize the application threads to begin a
collection, and it generates stack maps for these points to allow the collector to interpret the information
on the stack.
Carefully choosing where to place safe points, and therefore GC rendez-vous and stack maps, is
important. First, maintaining too many stack maps would consumes a lot of memory. Second, the test
that checks if a collection is triggered in a GC rendez-vous slows down the execution and thus should not
be performed too often. Third, not all points in program execution are safe for copying collectors. Indeed,
the JIT compiler generates temporary values from object addresses that point inside objects, for example
during array accesses. These temporary values would have to be updated by copying collector in case of
an object copy, which would complicate the update process. Fourth, as application threads must reach a
safe point to begin a collection, they have to reach a safe point in a finite number of step to avoid a too
long synchronization. Safe points must therefore be inserted regularly in the code.
To summarize, safe points must be placed not too often but regularly, and only at points in the code
where the JIT is guaranteed not to manipulate temporary values. To address this issues, most MREs insert
safe points after function calls and at the beginning of the first basic block3 of unbounded loops.
Actual instrumentation performed by the JIT compilers of efficient MREs. To summarize, as most
MREs are multi-threaded and as most efficient GC algorithms are copying and generational, the JIT
compilers have to generate (i) stack maps to allow the use of a copying collector, (ii) GC rendez-vous to
allow the use of a stop-the-world or a concurrent collector, and (iii) write barriers to allow the use of a
generational, and, possibly, concurrent, collector.

3 A basic block is a sequence of instructions containing no jump and no label except for the first and the last instruction [151,
152].

3.

MRE DESIGN WITH VMK IT

Research in MREs is currently an active topic. In just the last five years, numerous research studies have proposed to improve MREs, for example, with real-time algorithms [18, 28, 70, 116, 142],
for efficient inter-operability with other languages and runtimes [49], with new concurrency abstractions [38, 87], with new memory management algorithms [31, 51, 67–69, 99, 100, 109], with new
memory optimizations [42, 95, 98], with trace-based compilation [29, 50, 94, 110], with monitoring,
benchmarking and debugging [3, 12, 26, 37, 47, 92, 107, 120], with runtimes and languages for multicores [44, 48, 148], with safe dynamic update of the code [30, 43], with mechanisms to improve isolation [11, 45, 115, 183], with languages for the Web [168], with new lock algorithms [27], etc. Most
of these studies require modifications to existing MREs or the development of completely new MREs.
However, modifying an existing MRE or implementing a new one is a daunting task and may require
implementing and understanding complex modules such as the JIT compiler and the GC. For example,
OpenJDK is eight hundred thousand lines of code, not counting the system library, which contributes 2.3
million lines of code, and the language dependent part of OpenJDK is spread out over the whole code.
As a consequence implementing a new feature requires understanding, and potentially modifying, all of
this code. To facilitate experimenting with new languages or new language features, it is thus essential to
reduce this development burden.
To help experimentation in the domain of MREs, we propose an approach based on splitting the
implementation of an MRE into two independent layers. The lower layer consists of the VMKit library,
which provides basic components: the JIT compiler for a language-independent intermediate language,
the GC, the thread manager and the glue between them. The upper layer, called a personality, instantiates
VMKit for a particular high-level language. It defines a complete and specific MRE.
VMKit design. The key challenge in building a library for MRE development is to ensure that it does
not impose any design decisions on the personalities. VMKit thus defines the core of an MRE but does
not impose any object model, type system or call semantics. These are instead defined by the personality.
In particular, VMKit lets a personality control how memory is managed (using a GC, without a GC, on
the stack, etc.), and how methods are dispatched (direct call, indirect call, single dispatch, multi dispatch,
etc).
Our implementation of VMKit relies on the state of the art third-party projects LLVM [82] for the JIT
compiler, MMTk [102, 108] for the GC and the POSIX Thread library [155] for the thread manager. As
these projects were not initially designed to work together, a challenge in developing VMKit has been
to define the necessary glue between them to construct an efficient and language-independent substrate,
without modifying these projects. Technically, the glue consists in adding the generation of stack maps,
GC rendez-vous and write barriers (see Section 2) in the JIT compiler and in using them to connect the
three components.
Comparison with other work. Compared to other research projects such as JikesRVM [141], OVM [112,
146], ORP [114] or VPU [119] that also help in experimenting with new features in MREs, VMKit
presents two main advantages:
18
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• VMKit is language-independent. In contrast, JikesRVM [141] focuses on Java, and .Net [162]
focuses on CIL.1 Indeed, Java and CIL impose a class-based object-oriented type system and suppose a pre-defined common root class for all objects. These MREs are therefore ill-suited to support languages that offer other programming paradigms, such as a prototype-based or a functional
paradigm.
• Other attempts to propose a common substrate for different MREs (OVM [112, 146], ORP [114]
or VPU [119, 189]) rely on home-made components, which have not been maintained over time.
Instead, we have chosen to reuse third-party components that are already supported by large communities, LLVM [82] for the compiler, MMTk [102, 108] for the memory manager and POSIX
threads [155] for the thread manager. VMKit thus naturally benefits from a continuous integration
of the state-of-the-art advances of these components for only a slight amount of maintenance work
that only consists of following the API changes. VMKit has been maintained over the last five
years by our team. It continues to integrate the latest commits of the LLVM repository and the last
releases of MMTk.
Contributions. The contributions of VMKit are threefold. First, we provide an implementation of the
VMKit library. Second, we propose two personalities, a Java Virtual Machine (J3) and a CLI implementation (N3), that illustrate how to use VMKit in developing MREs. Third, we provide assessments of the
usability of VMKit to build MREs, and a performance evaluation. Although the JVM and CLI have many
similarities, there are enough differences between them to highlight the reusability of VMKit.
The main lessons learned from our work are:
• Different personalities can be built on top of VMKit very easily. Out of the roughly 500,000 lines
of code used to implement J3 or N3,2 only 4% (20,000 lines of code) is devoted to implementing
each personality, while the remaining 96% is provided by VMKit. Once we had gained experience
with the J3 implementation, which was developed in parallel with VMKit, it took one month for
one person familiar with VMKit to develop N3. In other work, we have also developed a variant
of the Multitasking Virtual Machine [59] based on J3, in around one month, without needing to
change VMKit [183] (see Section 4).
• By providing a substrate that includes a state-of-the-art JIT compiler and GC, VMKit supports
the development of MREs that have performance similar to other research or open source MREs,
such as Cacao [169], Harmony [170], and Mono [164], on e.g., the DaCapo [53] and the PNetMark [165] Benchmark suites. Nevertheless, optimization opportunities remain. For example, our
JVM does not yet provide an adaptive compiler [33] or optimized array-bound and null-reference
check elimination [113]. J3 remains therefore 1.2 to 3 times slower than the state-of-the-art MRE
JikesRVM.
The work on VMKit was conducted with Nicolas Geoffray [182] during his PhD, helped by Bertil
Folliot, Julia Lawall and Gilles Muller. Geoffray’s PhD resulted in the development of VMKit and the
two personalities (J3 and N3), which are freely available at vmkit.llvm.orig. VMKit is currently
supported by INRIA with a two-year research engineer. VMKit is also used as a building block of
several ongoing research projects: a French CIFRE PhD thesis with Orange Labs to improve isolation
between components in set-top-boxes, an ANR project (Infra-JVM) to introduce load balancing between
Java virtual machines in a pervasive computing context, a collaboration with the S3 team of the Purdue
University to implement a personality for the R language, a research proposal with Scilab Enterprise,
Arcelor Mittal, Dassault, OCamlPro and HPC Project to implement a personality for the Scilab language,
1 CIL
2 This

is the intermediate representation of the .Net framework.
number excludes the number of lines of code for the base libraries (such as rt.jar/glibj.jar and mscorlib.dll).
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and an internal INRIA research project involving six INRIA teams to propose a Java virtual machine for
multicores.

4.

S AFETY WITH I-JVM

OSGi [161] is a Java-based component platform that is widely adopted as an execution environment
for the development of extensible applications, such as Eclipse or Java Enterprise Servers. Extensibility
in the OSGi platform is provided through a deployment unit called a bundle, which groups together a set
of components that are loaded through a specific Java class loader [65]. The OSGi platform is popular
because it provides modularity while still providing efficient communication between components using
direct method calls.
Initially, the OSGi platform was designed for environments where all bundles trust each other. Nowadays, it is also being promoted for systems such as next generation Internet home gateways where third
party services can be downloaded dynamically. However, the OSGi platform cannot protect a bundle
against another malicious or buggy bundle for three reasons:
• First, java.lang.Class objects, strings and static variables are shared in the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The corruption of any one of these entities by a malicious or buggy bundle will impact
all bundles.
• Second, a thread can freeze the JVM and deny service to other bundles by exhausting memory or
monopolizing the CPU.
• Third, it may be impossible to terminate a bundle that denies service, which makes a shutting down
of the entire platform the only solution.
Indeed, a recent work has identified 25 different vulnerabilities in current implementations of the
Java/OSGi platform that may either lead to a violation of data integrity or a freeze of the platform [143].
While 17 of these vulnerabilities are due to problems in the implementation of the OSGi framework itself
and can be solved by adding suitable security checks, the remaining 8 originate in isolation issues and
need to be solved at the JVM level.
One approach to providing isolation in a single JVM, through isolates (or Java processes), is provided
by the Multi-tasking Virtual Machine [59] (MVM). MVM duplicates the java.lang.Class objects,
strings and static variables between isolates. However, to ensure full isolation, MVM confines a thread to
a single isolate. As a consequence, communication between two isolates must be done using an RPC-like
mechanism, which requires parameter copying and may require thread synchronization [40, 58]. Since
the OSGi platform uses communication between bundles heavily, using RPCs would induce a significant
overhead [58], contradicting the principle of OSGi that provides efficient inter-bundle communications.
I-JVM is a Java Virtual Machine with lightweight isolates that is specifically designed to support the
needs of the OSGi platform by associating each bundle with a separate isolate. The key contribution of
I-JVM is to permit thread migration between isolates in order to keep the cost of inter-isolate method
calls low. This approach enables complete bytecode compatibility with legacy OSGi bundles by avoiding
the need to rewrite inter-bundle method calls. The main features of I-JVM are:
• Memory isolation. As shown by the MVM, making java.lang.Class objects, strings and
static variables private to an isolate is sufficient to ensure memory isolation in a single JVM.
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Therefore, in I-JVM, an isolate cannot access an object of another isolate unless a reference is
given explicitly through method invocation.
• Resource accounting. I-JVM keeps track of the current isolate in which a thread is running. This
allows recording, for each isolate, the CPU time spent and the amount of memory used by using
the algorithm of Price at al. [104] These statistics allow an administrator or a resource monitor to
detect denial of service attacks from malicious bundles.
• Termination of isolates. When an isolate terminates, methods of its classes should not be invoked
anymore. The termination of an isolate starts by setting a flag. Then to prevent threads from
returning to the terminating isolate, I-JVM directly modifies the execution stack. This mechanism
is more efficient than instrumenting the invocation bytecodes to check if the isolate is terminated
as proposed Rudys et al. [126]. When the isolate returns, an exception is raised and trapped at a
lower stack level. All of the objects referenced by the terminating isolate are finally reclaimed by
the GC, with the exception of objects shared with other bundles.
I-JVM has been developed by modifying J3, the Java personality of VMKit (see Section 3). We have
used I-JVM to run two legacy OSGi platforms: Felix [171] of the Apache community and Equinox [172],
the plugin engine of the Eclipse project [173].
Overall the results of this study are:
• I-JVM solves the 8 identified OSGi JVM-related weaknesses [143].
• I-JVM has a 16% overhead on inter-bundle calls. This is an order of magnitude lower than the cost
of an RPC call between two isolates. Overall, slowdown of I-JVM is between 1% and 20% on a
representative suite of macro-benchmarks.
• I-JVM requires the addition of only 650 lines of code to J3, all of them being implemented in
the personality. This result shows that VMKit eases the implementation of new features in MREs
because VMKit isolates the language-dependant part of the MRE.
All other projects that provide isolation, termination and resource management with software-based
processes [8, 14, 16, 21, 22, 40, 59, 64] (i.e., processes isolated by using type safety) or with hardware
mechanisms [41] basically split the address space between the components and prevent cross address
space references. Cross address space method invocation is therefore an order of magnitude slower than
direct invocation and is not directly compatible with the OSGi specification. I-JVM permits cross address
spaces references, decreasing the protection between components that have to communicate when they
trust each other, but I-JVM remains compatible with the OSGi specification and only slightly degrades
communication performance.
The work on I-JVM was also conducted with Nicolas Geoffray during his PhD. An industrial transfer
of I-JVM is currently being conducted by Koutheir Attouchi in his PhD at Orange Labs. This PhD aims
at defining policies to isolate components in set-top-boxes where components are provided by untrusted
tiers. I-JVM is also at the basis of the Infra-JVM project that has the goal of defining a Java virtual
machine specifically adapted to the needs of pervasive computing.

5.

E FFICIENCY WITH MRE S FOR MULTICORE

The last ten years have seen the emergence of multicore architectures [73, 74, 103, 106, 139, 167].
Exploiting these architectures in MREs is required to run high-intensive computing applications such
as applications servers (e.g., Tomcat, JBoss, .Net or PhP), simulators (e.g., Avora), image processing
applications (e.g., Batik or Sunflow), databases (e.g., H2) or scientific libraries (e.g., Anumer.Lin, the
Dambach Linear Algebra Framework, JAMA or Linear Algebra for Java). However, while there is currently substantial research on improving the performance of applications and operating systems [1, 2, 5,
6, 17, 23, 46, 125] and on proposing languages that hide the low-level details of the hardware [55, 91,
118, 153, 159, 160], optimizing MREs for multicore hardware has received less attention.
In this context, with three PhD students, I have worked on improving two mechanisms provided
by MREs: the lock mechanism and the GC. For locks, we have proposed the Remote Core Locking
mechanism that scales better than all other known lock mechanisms as the number of core increases.
For GC, we have studied their performance on modern non-uniform memory access (NUMA) hardware
where access latency is a function of the core that triggers the access and the accessed memory location.

5.1.

R EMOTE C ORE L OCKING

Over the last twenty years, a number of studies [34, 76, 84, 86, 90, 96, 97, 105, 123, 131, 147,
156] have attempted to optimize the execution of critical sections on multicore architectures, either by
reducing access contention or by improving cache locality. Access contention occurs when many threads
simultaneously try to enter critical sections that are protected by the same lock, causing the cache line
containing the lock to bounce between cores. Cache locality becomes a problem when a critical section
accesses shared data that has recently been accessed on another core, resulting in cache misses, which
greatly increase the critical section’s execution time. Addressing access contention and cache locality
together remains a challenge. These issues imply that some applications that work well on a small number
of cores do not scale to the number of cores found in today’s multicore architectures.
Recently, several approaches have been proposed to execute a succession of critical sections on a
single server core to improve cache locality [86, 97]. Such approaches also incorporate a fast transfer of
control from other client cores to the server, to reduce access contention. Suleman et al. [97] propose a
hardware-based solution, evaluated in simulation, that introduces new instructions to perform the transfer
of control, and uses a special fast core to execute critical sections. Hendler et al. [86] propose a softwareonly solution, Flat Combining, in which the server is an ordinary client thread, and the role of server is
handed off between clients periodically. This approach, however, slows down the thread playing the role
of server, incurs an overhead for the management of the server role, and drastically degrades performance
at low contention. Furthermore, neither Suleman et al.’s algorithm nor Hender et al.’s algorithm can
accommodate threads that block within a critical section, which makes them unable to support widely
used applications such as Memcached.
Remote Core Locking (RCL) is a new locking technique that aims to improve the performance of
legacy multithreaded applications on multicore hardware by executing remotely, on one or several dedicated servers, critical sections that access highly contended locks. Our approach is entirely implemented
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in software and targets commodity x86 multicore architectures. At the basis of our approach is the observation that most applications do not scale to the number of cores found in modern multicore architectures,
and thus it is possible to dedicate the cores that do not contribute to improving the performance of the
application to serving critical sections. Thus, it is not necessary to burden the application threads with
the role of server, as done in Flat Combining. RCL also accommodates nested critical sections as well
as blocking within critical sections, for example with variable conditions, page faults or ad-hoc synchronizations [4]. The design of RCL addresses both access contention and locality. Contention is solved
by a fast transfer of control to a server, using a dedicated cache line for each client to achieve busy-wait
synchronization with the server core. Locality is improved because shared data is likely to remain in the
server core’s cache, allowing the server to access such data without incurring cache misses. In this, RCL
is similar to Flat Combining, but has a much lower overall overhead.
We have proposed a methodology along with a set of tools to facilitate the use of RCL in a legacy
application. Because RCL serializes critical sections associated with locks managed by the same core,
transforming all locks into RCLs on a smaller number of servers could induce false serialization. Therefore, the programmer must first decide which locks should be transformed into RCLs and on which core(s)
to run the server(s). For this, we have designed a profiler to identify which locks are frequently used by
the application and how much time is spent on locking. Based on this information, we propose a set of
simple heuristics to help the programmer decide which locks must be transformed into RCLs. We also
have designed an automatic reengineering tool based on Coccinelle [20] for C programs to transform the
code of each critical section so that it can be executed as a remote procedure call on the server core: the
code within the critical section must be extracted as a separate function [154] and variables referenced or
updated by the critical section that are declared by the function containing the critical section code must
be sent as arguments, amounting to a context, to the server core. Finally, we have developed a runtime
for Linux that is compatible with POSIX threads, and that supports a mixture of RCL and POSIX locks
in a single application.
RCL is well-suited to improve the performance of a legacy application in which contended locks are
an obstacle to performance, since using RCL enables improving locality and resistance to contention
without requiring a deep understanding of the source code. On the other hand, modifying the locking
schemes to use either fine-grained locking, lock-free data structures [77, 80, 81, 88, 150], transactionnal
memory [38, 52, 56, 79, 87, 89, 138] or RPC [1, 2, 6, 9, 75, 124, 144] is complex and requires an overhaul
of the source code. Moreover, the first three do not improve locality.
We have evaluated the performance of RCL for C programs as compared to other locks on a custom
latency microbenchmark measuring the execution time of critical sections that access a varying number of shared memory locations. Furthermore, based on the results of our profiler, we have identified
Memcached [174], Berkeley DB [15] with two types of TPC-C transactions, two benchmarks in the
SPLASH-2 suite [175], and three benchmarks in the Phoenix2 suite [78] as applications that could benefit from RCL. In each of these experiments, we compare RCL to the standard POSIX locks (implemented
with NTPL [158]) and to the most efficient approaches for implementing locks of which we are aware:
CAS spinlocks, MCS [101, 131], MCS-TP [105] and Flat Combining [86]. Comparisons are made for a
same number of cores, which means that there are fewer application threads in the RCL case, since one
or more cores are dedicated to RCL servers.
On an Opteron 6172 48-core machine running a 3.0.0 Linux kernel with glibc 2.13, our main results
are:
• On our latency microbenchmark, under high contention, RCL is faster than all the other tested
approaches. It is over 3 times faster than the second best approach, Flat Combining, and 4.4 faster
than POSIX.
• On our benchmarks, we found that contexts are small, and thus the need to pass a context to the
server has only a marginal impact on performance.
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• On most of our benchmarks, only one lock is frequently used and therefore only one RCL server
is needed. The only exception is Berkeley DB which requires two RCL servers to prevent false
serialisation of critical sections.
• On Memcached, for Set requests, RCL provides a speedup of up to 2.6 times over POSIX locks,
2.0 times over MCS and 1.9 times over spinlocks.
• For TPC-C Stock Level transactions, RCL provides a speedup of up to 14 times over the original
Berkeley DB locks for 40 simultaneous clients and outperforms all other locks for more than 10
clients. Overall, RCL resists better than Berkeley DB locks as the number of simultaneous clients
increases.
The work on RCL [177] is conducted in collaboration with two PhD students, Jean-Pierre Lozi and
Florian David, helped by Julia Lawall and Gilles Muller. Jean-Pierre Lozi is mainly in charge of the
experiments of the C version of RCL and Florian David of the Java version.

5.2.

N UMA - AWARE GC

One of the most attractive features of MREs is automatic GC. However, in practice, garbage collection
induces a substantial proportion of the resource requirements of an MRE. Hence, GC performance plays
a central role in MRE performance, and therefore in application performance as well. Today, MREs are
increasingly used for application servers that run on large multicore hardware. To exploit multiple cores,
a GC typically uses a parallel, stop-the-world algorithm [149]: during a collection, it stops all application
threads to avoid race conditions and starts multiple GC threads in order to reduce the collection time. With
parallel GC, the stop-the-world pause time, i.e., the time where the GC runs, is expected to be inversely
proportional to the number of cores. We consider that a GC for which this property holds is scalable.
Most current parallel GC algorithms are designed for Symmetric Multi-Processors (SMP) with a small
number of processors and a uniform memory access latency. But current multicore hardware relies on
Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) where the physical memory is partitioned among nodes, i.e., sets
of cores connected to a unique memory bank. In these architectures, the time to access a memory location
is a function of the address of the location and the node that triggers the access: if the memory location is
directly connected to the node, the latency is short, otherwise, it is longer. Previous scalability evaluations
of GCs used relatively small multiprocessors and did not target contemporary NUMA architectures [24,
28, 31, 68–71]. Therefore, we believe it is time to re-evaluate the scalability of the current GCs. We seek
to answer the following questions:
• Is GC performance critical for applications on multicore hardware? Otherwise, it is not worthwhile
improving it.
• Does the GC scale with the number of CPUs? In other words does the stop-the-world pause time
decreases as we add more cores?
• If the GC does not scale, what are the bottlenecks affecting its scalability?
We have studied the scalability of GCs in the context of the OpenJDK Java virtual machine, which
is one of the most widely used JVMs. OpenJDK provides multiple GCs, all of which are generational.
Four main GC techniques are used with several possible combinations of young and old generation collectors. We have evaluated three combinations: (i) Parallel Scavenge with concurrent young generation
collection, (ii) Concurrent Mark Sweep with parallel young generation collection [157], and (iii) Garbage
First [71]. All three are the most parallel GCs provided by OpenJDK and hence are appropriate candidates for this evaluation. We ran the DaCapo Benchmark suite [53] as it is representative of real-world
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Java applications. Our evaluation platform is a 48-core NUMA Magny-Cours with 8 memory nodes: on
this architecture, an access to a random memory address has a seven chance out of eight of being distant
and therefore costly in term of latency. Our study of GC scalability shows the following:
• DaCapo scalability test: We have evaluated the scalability of DaCapo applications regardless of
the garbage collector by using a sufficiently big heap to avoid any collection. Sunflow, Lusearch
and Tomcat are among the most scalable benchmarks. We focus on these three benchmarks for our
tests because a scalable GC is only useful for a scalable application.
• GC effect: We have evaluated application scalability as a function of the number of cores, where
each core runs both an application thread and GC thread. The experiment shows that the application
time does not decrease when increasing number of cores while the previous evaluation shows that
the application time, without GC, decreases. Therefore, the GC is critical to application scalability.
• GC scalability: We have evaluated GC scalability as a function of the number of GC threads, with
constant number of cores and application threads, i.e., 48. Stop-the-world pause time measurements
show that after 6 to 10 cores, the pause time monotonically increases. None of the three evaluated
GCs scales well as core count increases.
We have also studied the factors that affect scalability and have shown that:
• Remote Scanning and Remote Copying of objects, i.e., scanning and copying of objects that live
on remote nodes, are the most crucial factors affecting scalability, as up to 85% of the memory
accesses are remote.
• The load is highly unbalanced between the threads that collect the memory. The current load
balancing scheme does not take into account the memory topology and has a very high cost: by
disabling it, we were able to improve the performance up to 33% in some cases, with no degradation
in others. This result shows that a scalable NUMA-aware load balancing scheme is indeed required.
As a continuation of this study, we are currently finishing the development of a NUMA-aware GC.
Our GC segregates memory between the nodes: only threads on a given node scan and copy the objects
of this node. If a thread reaches an object that does not belong to its node, it sends a message to the node
where the object lives and lets this node scan the object.
Compared to other GCs such as the ones of Marlow et al. [67], Ogasawara at al. [51] or Tikir et
al. [85] that increase the locality of the application, we focus on increasing the locality of the GC itself.
And, compared to GCs for distributed shared memory [10, 83, 130], our NUMA-aware GC supposes a
cache-coherent memory where consistency is ensured by the hardware. For this reason, our GC can only
improve the memory locality of the collector threads by avoiding remote accesses during the collection,
but cannot change either the consistency model or intercept consistency messages.
The implementation of our NUMA-aware GC is almost done and our preliminary results show that
we decrease the GC time by up to a factor of 10 on the applications of the DaCapo benchmark on the
same 48-core machine.
This work [191] is conducted in collaboration with a PhD student, Lokesh Gidra, helped by Julien
Sopena and Marc Shapiro.

6.

C ONCLUSION

Contemporary processor architectures are increasingly designed as heterogeneous distributed systems
with complex topology. In a single chip or machine, we will find different kind of cores, from generalpurpose ones to more specialized ones, for example, graphics processing units (GPUs) or programmable
network interface cards (NICs). Each of these cores will have its own instruction set, frequency, memory performance and memory architecture. Some of them will target parallelism, others high sequential
throughput. Communication mechanisms between the cores will also become highly heterogeneous:
some cores will share their memory, which may no longer necessarily be cache-coherent, while others
will explicitly communicate with messages. Communication latency between cores will also be highly
heterogeneous as cores will use different communication mechanisms. Current examples of these emerging multicores range from, as the most simple, the NUMA Magny-Cour of AMD, to the Accelerated
Processing Units of AMD that provides a CPU and GPU on a single core, and to the Single-Chip Cloud
computer of Intel that provide a shared memory, but without cache-coherency by default.
In the future, building on the availability of these diverse platforms, hardware manufacturers will provide a large range of processors targeting different market segments and needs, from embedded devices
that have to optimize their energy consumption to servers that have to provide high performance, to settop-boxes that have to optimize home networks and video games. This proliferation of architecture raises
a problem for application development. It will be impossible to specifically target one single architecture: neither to make assumptions on the memory and concurrency models provided by the machine, nor
even on the number of cores or the communication latency. Moreover, for irregular high performance
applications, such as servers, where the load and the needs can vary at runtime, the optimal placement
of the application among the cores can change during its execution. It will therefore be essential to find
a new way to develop the application once, regardless of the underlying architecture, and to adapt the
application at runtime to its needs and to the hardware.
In this setting, I propose to study how an MRE can continuously adapt the application to the underlying hardware characteristics and to its behavior. Using enhanced MREs to address the problem raised
by heterogeneous multicores is an attractive solution because an MRE can already hide the instruction
set heterogeneity between the cores by using multiple JIT back-ends. For example, Hera-JVM [48] and
Helios [1] already use this technique to hide the instruction set heterogeneity.
To carry out this study of continuous adaptation of applications by MREs, I will explore the following
areas:
Ensuring the semantics of the language. As the different hardware will provide different memory models and different communication mechanisms, the MRE will have to adapt the code of the application
to ensure that its intended memory model is respected. The MRE will have to implement a distributed
shared memory (DSM) [132] that satisfies this expected memory model, and it will have to adapt the code
of the application to simulate the DSM. Based on the expected memory model of the application, on the
memory model provided by the hardware, and on the available communication mechanism, new DSM
algorithms especially tailored for multicores that optimally exploit the hardware mechanisms will have to
be proposed.
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Non intrusive monitoring. The MRE will have to continuously monitor the application behavior in
order to be able to continuously adapt the application to maximize its throughput, its memory accesses
pattern etc. However, understanding an application behavior at runtime without altering its performance
is an open problem. One approach relies on the hardware counters provided by current processors, for
example, the cache miss counters or the false branch prediction counter. Sampling techniques are able
to precisely associate these counters to instructions or functions [176], but interpreting counter values
is often difficult [19]. For example, a function that causes many data cache misses may suffer either
from a poor data locality or from concurrent data accesses from another cores. Preliminary strategies
to understand these cache misses have recently been proposed [13, 19]. These strategies use runtime
monitors that only slightly degrade the performance (by 5-10% of slowdown), but the analysis of the
collected data remains expensive and thus cannot currently be performed on the fly. A trade-off is needed
between the accuracy of the profiling and its performance impact on the application to define equivalent
monitors for online profiling.
Best code and data placement. On complex hardware, how to place an application on cores in order to
maximize its throughput and minimize its energy consumption will be challenging because of the many
constraints that have to be taken into account: application behavior, memory latency, communication
protocol, expected memory model of the application, frequency of communication between the different threads of the application, possible DSM algorithms, and so on. As a first attempt, I propose to use
constraint solvers to periodically compute the best placement. Constraint solvers have already be successfully used in systems research to balance the load of a cluster of virtual machine monitors [111] and
to find the optimal initial device configuration of the Barrelfish operating system [93]. To apply a similar
technique to adapt applications on the fly to the hardware and their behavior, the main challenge will be
the identification of the constraints that can actually help in optimizing the throughput and the energy
consumption of the application.
The expected result of this research will be a new generation of MREs that will adapt the application
at runtime to the actual multicore hardware on which it is executed. Such MREs will bring a solution to
the problems raised by the next generations of multicore architectures.
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Abstract. With the advent of the Web and the need to protect users against malicious applications,
Managed Runtime Environments (MREs), such as Java or .Net virtual machines, have become the norm
to execute programs. Over the last years, my research contributions have targeted three aspects of MREs:
their design, their safety, and their performance on multicore hardware. My first contribution is VMKit, a
library that eases the development of new efficient MREs by hiding their complexity in a set of reusable
components. My second contribution is I-JVM, a Java virtual machine that eliminates the eight known
vulnerabilities that a component of the OSGi framework was able to exploit. My third contribution
targets the improvement of the performance of MREs on multicore hardware, focusing on the efficiency
of locks and garbage collectors: with a new locking mechanism that outperforms all other known locking
mechanisms when the number of cores increases, and with a study of the bottlenecks incurred by garbage
collectors on multicore hardware. My research has been carried out in collaboration with seven PhD
students, two of which having already defended. Building on these contributions, in a future work, I
propose to explore the design of the next generation of MREs that will have to adapt the application at
runtime to the actual multicore hardware on which it is executed.

Résumé. Avec l’avènement du Web et du besoin de protéger les utilisateurs contre des logiciels malicieux, les machines virtuelles langage, comme les machines virtuelles Java et .Net, sont devenues la
norme pour exécuter des programmes. Ces dernières années, je me suis principalement intéressé à trois
aspects des machines virtuelles : leur design, leur sûreté de fonctionnement, et leur performance sur les
architectures multicœur. Ma première contribution est VMKit, une librairie qui facilite le développement
de nouvelles machines virtuelles performantes en cachant leur complexité dans un ensemble de composants réutilisables. Ma seconde contribution est I-JVM, une machine virtuelle Java qui élimine les 8
vulnérabilités connues qu’un composant de la plateforme OSGi était capable d’exploiter. Ma troisième
contribution vise à améliorer les performances des machines virtuelles sur les architectures multicœur
en se focalisant sur les verrous et les ramasse-miettes : avec un mécanisme de verrouillage qui surpasse
tous les autres mécanismes connus lorsque le nombre de cœurs augmente, et avec avec une étude des
goulots d’étranglement des ramasse-miettes sur les architecture multicœur. Ces travaux ont été menés
avec sept étudiants en thèse, deux d’entre eux ayant déjà soutenu. Basé sur ses contributions, dans mes
futurs travaux, je propose d’explorer le design de la prochaine génération de machines virtuelles qui va
devoir adapter l’application à la volée pour l’architecture multicœur réelle sur laquelle elle s’exécute.

